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Abstract 

In the field of tumor biology, increasing attention is now focused on the complex interactions 

between various constituent cell types within the tumor microenvironment as being functionally 

important for the etiology of the disease. The detailed description of tumor-promoting properties 

of cancer-associated fibroblasts, endothelial cells, pericytes, and immune cells, introduces novel 

potential drug targets for improved cancer treatments, as well as a rationale for exploring the 

tumor stroma as a previously unchartered source for prognostic or predictive biomarkers. 

However, recent work highlights the fact that cellular identity is perhaps too broadly defined and 

that subdivision of each cell type may reveal functionally distinct subsets of cells. Here, we will 

review our current understanding of the diversity of different subsets of mesenchymal cells, i.e., 

cancer-associated fibroblasts and pericytes, residing within the tumor parenchyma. 
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Introduction 

Cancer accounted for an estimated 1.75 million deaths in Europe alone and 8.2 million deaths 

worldwide during 2012 [1]. With the projected increase of the elderly population, the incidence 

of cancer is expected to rise steadily. Our knowledge base about cancer has exploded ever since 

the discovery of oncogenes during the 1970’s and the recent specification of the traits of a tumor 

cell is the distillate of several decades of research dedicated to the malignant cell [2].  Despite 

this dramatic development in information, the death rate of cancer in the population has not 

decreased accordingly during the same time period. The need for new and effective strategies for 

cancer therapy is thus imperative. 

 

Cancer is in its essence a disease of miscommunication.  The failure of tumor cells to 

communicate correctly internally is caused by genetic and epigenetic events that lead to excessive 

cell growth. In addition, and perhaps equally important for the etiology of cancer, malignant cells 

engage in intercellular communication with various cell types populating their micro- and 

macroenvironment [3, 4]. Thus, a tumor should be considered as a communicating organ in its 

own right comprising multiple cell types that collectively evolve into a clinically manifested and 

deadly disease. With this proposition follows that targeting of the web of intercellular 

communication within tumors in order to attenuate the support from accessory cell types holds 

promise as a viable strategy to achieve long term therapeutic benefit. 

 

Studies of the tumor microenvironment continuously alert us to new important functions 

performed by accessory cell types during malignant conversion. Moreover, increasing evidence 

points to that cellular identity is more plastic than previously thought. Indeed, subsets of various 

cell types within tumors can be distinguished by differential marker expression and may hold 



functional significance. The increasing awareness that we must consider a higher order of cellular 

organization in tumors, leads to the companion conclusion that we need to study the cellular 

context of cancer with a higher resolution. With the development of novel methodologies, such as 

genome-wide transcriptional analysis and proteome-wide description of the cellular distribution 

of gene products in various tissues, comes the ability to more accurately define cellular subsets. 

In the context of tumorigenesis, the most striking example is the identification of an exclusive 

subset of malignant cells harboring tumor-initiating capacity, as opposed to the bulk of tumor 

cells [5]. In addition, the concept of cellular subtypes also applies to the tumor 

microenvironment. Endothelial cells engaged in sprouting angiogenesis come in flavors of 

specialized tip cells, stalk cells and phalanx cells, each with its own specific function and marker 

distribution [6]. Macrophages infiltrate tumors either as polarized towards an inflammatory (M1) 

or a tissue remodeling (M2) phenotype; again a subdivision of functional importance since the 

M2 macrophage is considered a superior tumor promoter [7]. Thus, it is likely that in-depth 

analysis of different cellular compartments in tumors with higher resolution will reveal subsets of 

additional cell types that hold utility as drug targets and/or biomarkers. Herein, we summarize the 

state-of-the-art on functional subsets of mesenchymal cells, i.e. cancer-associated fibroblasts 

(CAF) and pericytes (PC), residing in the tumor microenvironment. For the purpose of this 

article, a subset of CAF or PC is delineated as a group of cells within the widely defined cell type 

that is distinguished by one particular marker. We acknowledge that using this definition may 

identify two seemingly discreet cellular subsets that in reality are similar or identical. Moreover, 

the plasticity and hierarchical relationship between different subsets of mesenchymal cell types 

residing in the tumor microenvironment is still largely unchartered, resulting in uncertainty about 

the distinction of various cellular subsets of the stroma. 

 



Cancer-associated fibroblasts 

Cancer-associated fibroblasts are known to support many different aspects of tumor initiation, 

growth and progression by secretion of growth stimulatory, pro-survival and angiogenic factors 

[3, 8]. Due to a paucity of specific and all-encompassing markers, CAF have traditionally been 

localized simply by their widespread expression of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) [9]. A 

myofibroblastic tumor microenvironment, as identified by α-SMA immunostaining, has been 

demonstrated to hold prognostic significance in, among others, colorectal carcinomas, breast 

carcinomas and gastric carcinomas [10-12]. However, it is now becoming evident that α-SMA 

expression in itself is neither sufficient to identify all subsets of CAF, nor able to clearly 

distinguish CAF from other cell types [13-16]. Here, we will focus on the functional aspects of 

CAF expressing some of the more widely used markers (Fig. 1). Cancer-associated fibroblasts 

will be considered as a single entity without regarding potential multiplicity caused by the source 

for recruitment, such as resident fibroblasts, mesenchymal stem cells [17], bone marrow-derived 

mesenchymal progenitors [18] or circulating fibrocytes [19]. 

 

Fibroblast activation protein α 

Fibroblast activation protein α (FAP) was first identified as a tumor specific antigen expressed by 

cells in the stroma of various epithelial cancers, including breast, pancreas and colon carcinomas 

[20]. Further characterization has identified FAP as a member of the serine protease subfamily of 

dipeptidyl peptidases, which is selectively expressed by stromal cells and mesenchymal stem 

cells during embryogenesis, wound healing, fibrotic reactions and inflammatory conditions [21-

24]. Little is currently known about the substrate specificity of the proteolytic activity of FAP. 

Nevertheless, in keeping with the well-recognized role of CAF as providers of extracellular 

matrix, a recent study demonstrated modulation of the composition and organization of the 



substrate by CAFFAP, resulting in enhanced invasiveness of pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells [25]. 

Prominent presence of CAFFAP in the stroma of solid tumors is correlated to a poor prognosis in 

colon carcinoma and pancreatic adenocarcinoma [26, 27], indicative of a functional role for FAP 

and/or the CAFFAP subset of stromal cells during the development of tumors. This notion is 

supported by gene expression analyses indicating that FAP is part of a stromal profile, in which 

each gene by itself predicts for advanced stages and poor outcome of invasive esophageal 

carcinomas [28]. Based on the likely contribution of CAFFAP to the tumorigenic program, various 

efforts to therapeutically target FAP have been made. To establish proof-of-principle, Kraman et 

al. depleted CAFFAP from mice by means of a transgenic approach in which the diphtheria toxin 

receptor was expressed under the FAP promoter [29]. The study elegantly demonstrated that 

depletion of CAFFAP effectively removes the immunosuppression exerted by stromal cells, thus 

resulting in an immune-mediated rejection of the tumor. In support of the immunomodulatory 

properties of CAFFAP, a DNA vaccine targeting FAP was found to shift the polarization of the 

immune response within 4T1 breast carcinomas from Th2 to Th1; an effect which potentiated the 

response to doxorubicin chemotherapy [30]. Direct targeting of CAFFAP has also been achieved 

by using pharmacological inhibitors. Treatment of transgenic mice carrying K-ras-induced lung 

carcinomas with PT630, an inhibitor of FAP enzymatic activity, resulted in a severe retardation 

of tumor growth, accompanied by depletion of α-SMA+ cells and a blunted angiogenic response 

[31]. Clearly, CAFFAP represent a functional subset of mesenchymal cells within the tumor 

stroma with a diverse repertoire of tumor-promoting abilities, of which immunomodulation 

appears to be the most prominent. 

 

 

 



Fibroblast-specific protein-1 

Despite its name, fibroblast-specific protein-1 (FSP1, S100A4) is expressed by a variety of cell 

types within the tumor microenvironment, including CAF, macrophages and malignant cells [32]. 

Therefore, the functions of FSP1 are difficult to ascribe to a particular subset of cells, although 

progression of tumors that develop in FSP1-deficient mice is clearly blunted [33]. Nevertheless, a 

number of studies have attempted to isolate the effects of CAFFSP1 on the malignant phenotype. 

Firstly, Bhowmick et al. elucidated the function of TGF-β signaling in CAFFSP1 by specifically 

deleting the gene for TGFBRII using FSP1-Cre mice [34]. Non-functional TGF-β signaling in 

FSP1-expressing cells resulted in the formation of neoplasia at multiple sites, most prominently 

in the prostate and forestomach. The mechanism of transformation involved increased expression 

of hepatocyte growth factor by CAFFSP1, which stimulated epithelial c-Met activity. Secondly, 

CAFFSP1 were ablated using ganciclovir treatment of transgenic FSP1-thymidine kinase mice 

[35]. While primary tumor growth was not affected, the absence of FSP1-expressing cells greatly 

diminished metastatic colonization by reducing the expression of VEGF-A and tenascin-C by 

stromal cells. Here, the functional impact was attributed to CAFFSP1, and not to bone marrow-

derived FSP1+ cells. In a third study, CAFFSP1 were found to greatly enhance the infiltration of 

macrophages into the tumor microenvironment through secretion of monocyte chemotactic 

protein-1 [36]. Ablation of CAFFSP1 from mice decreased macrophage influx and resulted in a 

prolonged latency and reduced tumor formation following induction of skin tumors by 

DMBA/TPA. Interestingly, CAFFSP1 in this tumor model, and others, did not express α-SMA to a 

large extent, indicating that the myofibroblast phenotype is not a prerequisite for tumor-

promoting CAF [36, 37]. In yet another chemically induced tumor model, CAFFSP1 were found to 

limit the exposure of the carcinogen to the surrounding epithelial cells by encapsulating the 

foreign substance via collagen depositions, resulting in the formation of fibrosarcomas but no 



epithelial tumors [37]. By selective ablation of CAFFSP1, the carcinogen was no longer 

encapsulated and was thus free to transform surrounding epithelial cells, leading to overt 

carcinomas.  

 

While FSP1 is not a specific marker of CAF, CAFFSP1 carry out fundamental functions in the 

tumor microenvironment during malignant progression. However, more work is needed to fully 

elucidate the specific functional and prognostic capabilities of CAFFSP1 in human cancers.  

 

Platelet derived growth factor receptor-α 

Signaling by members of the platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) family is crucial for a diverse 

range of functions performed by mesenchymal cells during embryonic development [38, 39]. 

Specifically, activation of PDGFR-α appears instrumental in delivering mesenchymal-derived 

patterning information to forming epithelial structures in the lung, intestinal villus, palate and 

spine [38]. During tumorigenesis, PDGF-AA and PDGF-CC, both ligands of PDGFR-α, are 

abundantly expressed by the tumor epithelium and have been functionally implicated in a wide 

variety of malignancies [39]. In breast carcinomas, signaling by PDGF-AA induces a 

desmoplastic response by CAFPDGFR-α, although overall tumor growth in this case was unaffected 

[40]. We have previously investigated the function of paracrine PDGF signaling to CAFPDGFR-α in 

cervical carcinomas. In these studies, pharmacological blockade of PDGF signaling delayed 

tumor initiation and caused a diminished growth rate in a genetically engineered mouse model of 

squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix [41]. Mechanistic studies revealed that PDGF-stimulation 

of CAFPDGFR-α provided growth-promoting cues to malignant cells (keratinocyte growth factor), 

as well as pro-angiogenic factors that stimulated blood vessel formation (fibroblast growth factor 

(FGF)-2). Similarly, signaling by PDGF-CC has been found to induce production of vascular 



endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A by recruited CAFPDGFR-α, thereby acting to resume 

angiogenesis in tumors from VEGF-A-/- malignant cells [9]. Similarly, we have also observed 

recruitment of CAFPDGFR-α by PDGF-CC in experimental melanoma [15]. Tumors expressing 

PDGF-CC displayed a higher growth rate and an increased abundance of interstitial stroma and 

angiogenic vessels, induced by the combination of FGF-2 and osteopontin. Interestingly, 

different subsets of CAF were observed in melanomas engineered to express PDGF-CC, not all 

of which were CAFPDGFR-α. Although all subsets of CAF expressed the growth-promoting 

mediator osteopontin, three distinct classes of CAF could be distinguished based on marker 

expression, i.e. CAFPDGFR-α(high), CAFPDGFR-α(low)/FSP1, and CAFFSP1, respectively. We hypothesize 

that CAFPDGFR-α(high) may represent a progenitor CAF; a population which subsequently is 

differentiated into a fully mature and tumor growth-promoting CAF in response to the tumor 

microenvironment. In concordance with a more immature nature of CAFPDGFR-α, signaling by 

PDGF-CC/PDGFR-α was recently demonstrated to be associated with reactivation of a 

developmental program in rhabdomyosarcomas [42]. In addition, education of normal dermal 

fibroblasts into mature CAF by squamous cell carcinoma cells of the skin indicates that the tumor 

microenvironment acts to differentiate and activate stromal cells [43]. In this genetically 

engineered mouse model of skin carcinoma, CAFPDGFR-α were demonstrated to activate an 

inflammatory program during the progression from indolent to invasive tumors. Through 

signaling by the NF-κB pathway, CAFPDGFR-α induced tumor growth, macrophage recruitment 

and angiogenesis; a signaling program that appeared intact also in breast and pancreatic 

carcinomas [43]. 

 



Taken together, CAFPDGFR-α are consistently involved in paracrine interactions within the tumor 

microenvironment with multiple cell types that concertedly orchestrate an enhanced angiogenic 

and pro-growth program in various tumor types.  

 

Platelet derived growth factor receptor-β 

Expression of PDGFR-β is mainly confined to vascular smooth muscle cells, PCPDGFR-β and 

CAFPDGFR-β within the tumor microenvironment and activation of the pathway promotes tumor 

initiation by the formation of a reactive stroma [44, 45]. In rhabdomyosarcomas, activation of 

CAFPDGFR-β is associated with the more aggressive alveolar subtype and metastatic spread [42]. 

Likewise, signaling by PDGFR-β in CAFs has been demonstrated to promote metastasis of 

colorectal cancer [46, 47].  Functionally, CAFPDGFR-β and PCPDGFR-β promote the generation of a 

high interstitial fluid pressure in tumors, thus impairing the delivery of therapeutic agents [48-

50]. Moreover, prominent occurrence of CAFPDGFR-β is associated with shorter recurrence-free 

and disease-specific survival in human breast cancer patients [51]. Although the PDGFR-β 

pathway is clearly activated and tumor promoting in a range of malignant settings, more work is 

needed to distinguish the functional effects between CAFPDGFR-β and PCPDGFR-β in the tumor 

stroma. 

 

Others 

A wide variety of other markers are expressed by CAF, including TGFBRII, SPARC and 

components of the Hedgehog pathway; markers that have been demonstrated to hold both 

clinically and biologically meaningful information [34, 52-54]. More information is clearly 

needed to identify and functionally probe the full diversity of CAF subsets within the tumor 

microenvironment. 



Pericytes  

Pericytes are a heterogeneous population of mural cells in close contact with endothelial cells in 

small blood vessels and capillaries, distinguished from vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) 

both by physical location and marker expression [55]. In the normal microvasculature, PC 

regulate blood vessel formation and function [56]. However, their exact role in the tumor 

vasculature is not fully understood. Pericytes are largely defined based on morphology and 

location but also using various dynamic molecular markers. The expression of these markers 

appears to be tissue specific and vary during development and pathological conditions. The lack 

of markers that can clearly distinguish between normal and tumor-associated PC poses a 

particular challenge in studying these cells. Nevertheless, recent studies on PC in tumors, using 

different markers, suggest the existence of functional subsets that respond differently to both 

genetic and pharmacological impairment affecting tumor growth and dissemination in distinctive 

ways (Fig. 2). However, it remains to be clarified whether these markers represent distinct or 

overlapping populations of PC.  

 

Nerve/glial antigen 2 

Nerve/glial antigen 2 (NG2) is a chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan expressed by oligodendrocyte 

progenitors in the central nervous system and by PCNG2 in nascent microvessels both in normal 

and tumor tissue [57]. In tumors, NG2 is a marker denoting a mature population of PC [58]. By 

the use of transgenic mice expressing viral thymidine kinase under the control of the NG2 

promoter, PCNG2 were selectively ablated from tumor vessels upon ganciclovir treatment, thus 

causing primary tumor growth inhibition in transgenic and orthotopic breast cancer mouse 

models [59]. However, tumor growth inhibition was followed by a significant increase in hypoxia 

and metastatic dissemination. Supporting these observations in preclinical models, analysis of 



samples from patients with invasive ductal carcinoma showed that low PCNG2 coverage in tumor 

vessels strongly correlated with invasive disease and the presence of distant metastasis. Results 

from these studies show that targeting PCNG2 affects primary tumor growth, and that this subset 

might play an important role in controlling tumor cell dissemination. Moreover, the data suggests 

that analysis of PCNG2 coverage in clinical material might serve as a useful prognostic biomarker.  

 

Platelet derived growth factor receptor-β 

As stated earlier, members of the PDGF family play an important role in the recruitment and 

function of mesenchymal cells. Targeted deletion of PDGFR-β or its ligand, PDGF-BB, during 

embryonic development, results in failure in the early recruitment of PCPDGFR-β into the 

developing vasculature [60, 61]. Moreover, this recruitment process has been shown to be 

essentially dependent on the expression of PDGF-BB by EC [62]. Studies using the RIP1-Tag2 

mouse model for neuroendocrine pancreatic tumorigenesis demonstrate that PDGFR-β 

expression denotes a progenitor subpopulation that holds the ability to differentiate into PCNG2, 

PCdesmin and PCα-SMA [58]. This proposition is analogous to the notion that CAFPDGFR-α represent 

an immature subset of CAF [15]. As for CAFPDGFR-β, PCPDGFR-β have also been functionally 

implicated in the increased interstitial fluid pressure of tumors [50]. Moreover, recent reports 

indicate that PCPDGFR-β provide EC with survival signals. Accordingly, we have shown that 

expression of the anti-apoptotic gene Bcl2l2 was significantly decreased in tumor EC devoid of 

contact with PCPDGFR-β [63]. Also, pharmacological depletion of PCPDGFR-β from immature tumor 

blood vessels has been confirmed to sensitize EC to anti-angiogenic therapy [64-66]. Taken 

together, these results underline the functional importance of PCPDGFR-β in stabilizing the tumor 

microvasculature during stress conditions. 

 



 α-smooth muscle actin 

α-SMA is a contractile protein expressed by CAF, most PC and VSMC during tumor 

development and at sites of inflammation. Using the RIP1-Tag2 mouse model we have 

demonstrated that mice harboring tumors refractory to therapy following long-term treatment 

with a VEGFR-2 blocking antibody presented with increased number of PCα-SMA [67]. We 

suggest that the presence of blood vessels covered by PCα-SMA results from vessel co-option, a 

mechanism by which tumors use neighboring pre-existent vessels for oxygen supply. In support 

of this proposition, in a study using a mouse model of melanoma, it was shown that blood vessels 

covered by PCα-SMA are a particular feature of tumors that acquire vascularization through a non-

angiogenic process [68]. In the same study, the authors show that metastasis from melanoma 

patients resistant to bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody neutralizing VEGF-A, presented with 

increased coverage of vessels by PCα-SMA compared to untreated patients. Together, these results 

support the premise that PC promote resistance to anti-VEGF therapy [69], and that expression of 

α-SMA denotes a phenotype of PC from adjacent non-malignant tissues. Additionally, this 

highlights the potential benefit of using PCα-SMA coverage in tumor vessels from clinical material 

to establish correlations with response to therapy and overall clinical outcome. 

 

Desmin 

Desmin is a class-III intermediate filament found in muscle cells and PC, both in normal and 

tumor capillaries. In tumors, PCdesmin appear more closely associated with vessels whereas PCα-

SMA or PCPDGFR-β are normally partly detached [70]. Together with expression of α-SMA and 

NG2, desmin positivity has also been suggested to represent a more mature population of PC 

[71]. Given the proposed role of PC in protecting EC against anti-VEGF therapy, different 

strategies have been designed to attempt to target both cell types in order to achieve improved 



therapeutic benefit.  In one such study, the authors treated B16 mouse melanoma tumors 

ectopically expressing PDGF-BB with a combination regimen targeting VEGFR-2 in EC and 

PDGFR-β in PC. Analyses of the PC population revealed that the total number of PCα-SMA or 

PCPDGFR-β were significantly reduced, whereas PCdesmin did not respond to combination therapy 

[72]. An important observation is that, apart from desmin, this PC subset also expressed other PC 

markers, which demonstrates the existence of overlapping PC subpopulations adding increased 

complexity to the conclusions drawn from this analysis. Moreover, from the same study the 

authors reasoned that communication between PCdesmin and EC in tumors might require a 

different nature of signals or that their recruitment and differentiation is dependent on a 

distinctive signaling pathway compared to other PC subsets. A second study strengthens the 

proposition that different PC subsets respond differently to pharmacological targeting. While 

treatment with the PDGF-B targeting aptamer AX102 eventually led to a significant reduction in 

total PC coverage in LLC tumors, the kinetics of the loss of different subtypes of PC were 

distinct, with PCα-SMA showing the quickest reduction and PCPDGFR-β the slowest [73]. Although 

this particular subset might represent an interesting target, more studies using different tumor 

models and a further characterization of PCdesmin is still needed.     

 

Regulator of G-protein signaling 5 

Regulator of G-protein signaling 5 (RGS5), is a PC marker in the tumor vasculature with a 

largely unknown function [74]. Using the RIP1-Tag5 mouse model, it was observed that loss of 

RGS5 results in vascular normalization characterized by a blunted angiogenic response coupled 

with PC maturation and increased expression of NG2 and α-SMA [75]. Furthermore, it was 

shown that the normalized vessels improved the influx of tumor-specific immune cells. Although 



this marker needs further characterization, these preliminary observations indicate that PCRGS5 

may serve as a barrier to efficient anti-tumor immunity. 

 

Others 

Other markers are also commonly used to identify PC such as endosialin [76], CD13 and 

promoter trap transgene XlacZ4 [77]. However, more extensive studies in preclinical mouse 

models and human tissues are necessary to infer about the functional relevance of such subsets in 

tumor development.  

 

Perspective 

The detailed elucidation of distinct subsets of various stromal cell types has recently been 

recognized as an important challenge in our understanding of the paracrine circuitry within the 

tumor microenvironment. Cell type diversity within the widely defined CAF and PC population 

most likely highlights different aspects of biology and encompasses both cell-of-origin and 

activation state of different signaling pathways that impinge on mesenchymal cells, such as 

PDGF, transforming growth factor-β, and hedgehog signaling. Moreover, increasing evidence 

points to that there may be a hierarchy of cell type subsets, as demonstrated by differentiation and 

diversification of marker expression by CAF and PC [15, 71]. Intensified efforts to demonstrate 

the functional significance of such subsets is likely to follow over the next decade, and should be 

greatly facilitated by new technologies that allow for in situ characterization of activation states 

of signaling pathways, and single cell methodologies for genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic 

analyses. Also, a thorough characterization is crucial to identify key molecular differences 

between normal and tumor-associated mesenchymal cells and the different existent subsets in 



order to better design strategies to efficiently target these cells in the tumor compartment. An 

emerging controversial field is that of transdifferentiation of pericytes and fibroblasts during 

various fibrotic conditions. Pericytes expressing ADAM12 or GLAST have recently been found 

to contribute to the formation of scar tissue after injury in the skin or spinal cord, respectively 

[78, 79]. In contrast, lineage tracing studies in mice demonstrate that the pericyte contribution of 

fibroblasts responsible for kidney fibrosis is negligible [80]. Similar studies investigating the 

relationship between CAF and PC in the tumor stroma are highly warranted. 

 

The recent development of targeted therapy for cancer has been introduced into clinical practice 

over the course of the past decade. High hopes were placed on targeting specific overactive 

signaling pathways within tumors following the preceding successful drug development in the 

preclinical setting. Indeed, the therapeutic efficacy observed in mouse models of cancer has in 

some cases been translated into clinical benefit for patients. Nevertheless, many targeted 

therapies have failed to provide substantial improvement in overall patient survival in large phase 

III clinical trials. The main reason for this shortfall is a lack of reliable biomarkers predictive of 

response to therapy. In light of the emerging realization that the tumor microenvironment 

encompasses a multitude of cell types, and subsets of cell types, it is likely that stromal 

biomarkers will hold complementary prognostic and/or predictive capabilities. It is our vision that 

a pre-treatment biopsy from each cancer patient will be screened, either transcriptionally or 

histologically, for the content of signatures derived from different subsets of stromal and/or 

malignant cells. Based on the composition of each tumor and abundance of individual subtypes of 

the constituent cell types, oncologists will be able to make informed choices about which therapy 

to prescribe in order for the patient to benefit the most.  
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Figure legends 

Figure 1 Functional Subsets of Cancer Associated Fibroblasts (CAF). 

Several studies show the existence of different subpopulations of CAF in the tumor 

microenvironment based on marker expression and functional analysis using different mouse 

models of cancer and human tumor material. The importance of CAF for tumor development and 

metastatic dissemination has been widely investigated. Here we summarize the current 

understanding on CAF subsets and their role in tumor development. 

 

Figure 2. Functional Subsets of tumor pericytes (PC)  Here we summarize current data on PC 

subsets defined based on expression of the most well characterized PC markers in studies using 

different mouse models of cancer and human tumor material. Tumor vascular targeting has been 

expanded to include PC that provide survival signals and structural support to EC. However, the 

exact functional significance of PC in tumor development is not fully understood. Importantly 

also, it should be taken into account that expression of these markers in PC seems to be dynamic 

during progression of the disease and not exclusive to the PC compartment.  
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